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ABSTRACT

High  altitude  mountaineering  is  characterized  by  high  energetic

requirements  due  to  the  environment  in  which  the  activity  is

developed: negative energy balance, extreme cold, high altitude and

the assumption of potential risks can be found during the practice of

this sport. High altitude mountaineering, as a result of the previous

factors, induces changes in body composition which have never been

studied  previously  in  a  systematic  review. A  search  within  four

different databases (PubMed, SportDiscus, Scopus and Medline) was

performed using  the  thesaurus  terms  “Mountaineering”  and  “Body

composition”.  A  second  search  was  performed  using  the  following

terms  “Altitude”  and  “Body  composition”.  The  selection  criteria
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included studies with healthy adults which evaluated the effects of at

least 14 days of uninterrupted stays at altitudes above 4,000 m. The

studies  included in  the review assessed body composition  through

different methods such as anthropometry, bioimpedance, dual energy

x-ray  absorptiometry,  hydrostatic  weighing  and  air  displacement

plethysmography.  The  search  was  performed  up  to  and  including

December 1st 2018. Eleven observational  studies met the inclusion

criteria.  All  studies  reported  weight  loss,  of  which  five  reported

significant reductions in lean mass and six reported reductions in fat

mass. Also, three studies reported reductions in both fat mass and

lean mass. Current evidence is limited to observational studies with

important  confounding  factors  affecting  the  final  conclusions.

Longitudinal studies with a better methodological design and control

groups are needed in order to verify these results.

Key words: Mountaineering. Body composition. Altitude.

RESUMEN

El  alpinismo  a  grandes  altitudes  se  caracteriza  por  elevados

requerimientos  energéticos  debido  al  ambiente  en  el  que  se

desarrolla  la  actividad:  los  balances  energéticos  negativos,  el  frío

extremo, la exposición a la altitud o niveles de estrés elevados se

pueden  observar  en  la  práctica  de  este  deporte.  Debido  a  estos

factores,  el  alpinismo de altitud induce cambios en la composición

corporal  que  no  se  han  estudiado  previamente  en  una  revisión

sistemática. Se  realizó  una  búsqueda  en  cuatro  bases  de  datos

(PubMed,  SportDiscus,  Scopus and Medline)  con los términos Mesh

“Mountaineering” y  “Body composition”. Una segunda búsqueda se

realizó  usando  los  términos  “Altitude” y  “Body  composition”. Los

criterios  de  selección  incluyeron  estudios  con  adultos  sanos  que

evaluaron  los  efectos  de  estancias  de  al  menos  14  días

ininterrumpidos en altitudes superiores a los 4.000 m. La composición

corporal  se  analizó  con  diferentes  métodos  como  antropometría,
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bioimpedancia, absorciometría dual de rayos x, pesada hidrostática y

pletismografía  por  desplazamiento de aire.  La  búsqueda se realizó

incluyendo estudios fechados hasta el 1 de diciembre de 2018. Once

estudios  observacionales  cumplieron  con  los  criterios  de  inclusión.

Todos los estudios reportaron pérdida de peso,  de los cuales cinco

reportaron reducciones en masa magra; seis,  reducciones en masa

grasa; y tres, reducciones en ambas. La evidencia actual se limita a

estudios observacionales con factores de confusión importantes que

afectan a los resultados finales. Se necesitan estudios longitudinales

con mejor diseño metodológico y grupo control para verificar estos

resultados.

Palabras clave: Alpinismo. Composición corporal. Altitud.

INTRODUCTION

High  altitude  mountaineering  is  a  sport  discipline  with  several

important particularities. First, from a demographic point of view, a

very scarce part of the world population lives at altitudes of 4,000 m

above sea level  (1).  Long term stays at high altitudes and sudden

altitude gains have been associated to several health problems such

as high altitude pulmonary edema (2), high altitude cerebral edema

(3), and acute mountain sickness (4). Moreover, transient neurological

dysfunctions  (5)  and  frostbite  (6)  have  been  frequently  reported.

During high altitude mountaineering, energy expenditure can rise and

coexist with decreases in energy intake (7). Taking into account the

environment in which the sport takes place, the particular demands of

this discipline and the potential risks assumed by the practitioners,

high altitude mountaineering can produce a big impact on the human

body.

One of the main effects of prolonged high altitude stays is the change

in body composition (8). To date, only few studies have evaluated the

effects  of  prolonged  high  altitude  mountaineering  stays  on  basic

aspects of  body composition:  weight,  fat  mass,  fat  free mass,  and
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body fat percentage. Most of the tools normally used to assess body

composition require a laboratory environment and specific protocols

(9) that are difficult to implement in the typical environment of a high

altitude expedition.

Thus far, there have not been any systematic reviews attempting to

disclose the effects of high altitude stays on body composition. This

systematic review aims to collect all currently available data on the

subject and analyze the general effects of altitude on human body

composition. 

METHODS 

Search strategy

The project followed the systematic review methodology proposed in

the  Preferred  Reporting  Items  for  Systematic  Reviews  and  Meta-

Analyses (PRISMA) statement (10). The study was registered in the

International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO)

of  the  University  of  York  under  the  registration  number

CRD42019119748. The  identification  of  studies  was  performed  by

searching  within  PubMed,  SportDiscus,  Scopus  and  Medline.  The

search was conducted up to and including December 1st 2018. Two

different searches were performed in each database to ensure that all

published studies regarding the topic  were included in the present

systematic  review.  The  first  search  was  performed  using  the

thesaurus  provided  by  each  database:  mountaineering  AND  body

composition,  while  the  second  search  was  performed  with  the

following combination of terms: altitude AND body composition. Three

reviewers  independently  examined  each  database  to  obtain  the

potential publications. Full texts of the relevant articles were obtained

and assessed against the inclusion and exclusion criteria described

below. Inter-reviewer disagreements were resolved by consensus.

Inclusion criteria
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The following inclusion criteria were used: a) types of studies: cross-

sectional,  longitudinal,  randomized,  and  nonrandomized  controlled

trials studying the effects of  high altitude mountaineering on body

composition,  with  or  without  other  interventions;  b)  types  of

participants: healthy adults; and c) types of outcome measured: body

mass, fat mass, fat free mass and percentage of body fat measured

through  anthropometry,  dual-energy  x-ray  absorptiometry,  body

plethysmography, hydrostatic weighing and bioimpedance analysis. 

Exclusion criteria

The following exclusion criteria were used:  a) studies in  languages

other than English or Spanish; b) unpublished data; c) studies with

animals;  d)  studies  that  measured  body  composition  but  without

specifying the method used; e) studies with reported altitudes below

4,000 meters above sea level; f) studies which reported stays above

4,000 meters that were shorter than 14 uninterrupted days; g) studies

performed  in  hypobaric  chambers  or  other  altitude  simulating

environments;  h)  studies  that  did  not  include  mountaineering

activities  during the altitude stay;  and i)  dissertations  or  abstracts

from society proceedings or congresses and other similar unpublished

data. 

Quality assessment

As  all  of  the  studies  included  in  the  review  were  observational,

original  research  was  assessed  using  the  United  States  National

Institutes of Health (NIH) tool for observational studies. The NIH scale

consists of 14 items related to scientific rigor (11). The results of the

quality assessment can be seen in table I.  Eleven studies met the

inclusion criteria. To date, there has not been a previous systematic

review about this subject so a comparison of the review system used

could not be performed. Consensus was achieved on scores given to

the eleven articles. A fourth reviewer to solve scoring issues was not
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needed  in  this  case.  The  Kappa  value  (measure  of  observed

agreement) for all eleven articles was 1.0 (perfect agreement). 

Data extraction

All  the  articles  were  assessed  first  according  to  the  title;  second,

according to the abstract; and lastly, a full review of the article was

performed. Figure 1 represents the PRISMA flow chart of the process

of study selection. Article selection was performed using a continuous

string quadrant in Microsoft Excel 2007. The main variables can be

consulted in table II. 

RESULTS

Selection and inclusion of studies

A total of 23 full text papers that possibly met the inclusion criteria

were examined exhaustively for further consideration (Fig. 1). Some

of the included studies were conducted at altitudes below 4,000 m,

others  presented  a  follow-up  period  shorter  than  14  days,  and  in

some cases there was insufficient data about the method used for the

evaluation of body composition. Furthermore, one study that met all

the inclusion criteria was conducted in a hypobaric chamber. One last

study  also  met  the  inclusion  criteria  but  did  not  involve

mountaineering activities during the altitude stay.  All  these studies

were excluded from further analysis.  Therefore, eleven studies that

included a total of 91 participants were included in the systematic

review. The reported altitudes, as it  can be seen in table II,  varied

between 4,300 and 8,848 meters. Stays reported in the studies lasted

between 16 and 53 days.

Methods of assessing body composition

Of the eleven studies that were included in the qualitative analysis,

seven used anthropometry alone to assess body composition (8,12-

17).  Two  combined  anthropometry  with  bioelectrical  impedance
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(18,19), one (20) used DEXA and another one used air displacement

plethysmography (21).

 

Effects of high altitude mountaineering on body composition

The effects of altitude stays on body composition reported by each

study can be seen in table III. All of the studies included in this review

reported  significant  reductions  in  total  mass  (2.6  to  4.9  kg).  Six

studies reported significant fat mass loss (0.9 to 5.1 kg) and another

five  reported  lean  mass  loss  (0.8  to  3.5  kg).  Furthermore,  three

studies found decreases both in fat mass and lean mass. Two studies

reported weight  loss  without  significant  decreases in  fat  mass and

lean mass. 

DISCUSSION

This was the first systematic review about the effects of high altitude

mountaineering on body composition. The main findings were: a) high

altitude stays induced weight loss in all studies included in the review;

and b) weight loss was caused by reductions in fat mass and lean

mass  distributed  unequally  between  studies.  These  findings  are

limited by the characteristics of the studies included in the review,

which included small sample sizes, variations of the altitudes reached

by subjects included in the same study,  and different methods for

assessing body composition.

The findings obtained in this review support the fact that stays at high

altitudes induce significant reductions in total mass. Rose et al. (22)

and  Westerterp  et  al.  (7)  discussed that  the  weight  loss  observed

during high altitude expeditions  could  be  explained by  the  energy

balance  changes,  modifications  of  basal  metabolic  rate  (23)  and

intestinal  malabsorption.  However,  these factors  could  also  be  the

effect and not the cause of the reductions in total mass seen in the

studies.  Calculating  the  impact  of  altitude  alone  on  weight  loss,

therefore,  cannot  be  limited  to  observation  of  the  energy  balance

(24).  Other  factors  such as  increased stress  or  cold  could  also  be
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related to this phenomenon (25) although the scientific evidence on

this topic is scarce. 

Although weight loss was consistent among all studies included in the

review,  changes in  body composition followed different  distribution

patterns  in  the studies.  Lean mass and fat  mass loss as a unique

finding were  reported  by  five and six  studies  respectively.  Several

factors  can explain  the inconsistency in  these results:  a)  it  is  well

known  that  different  methods  of  assessment  of  body  composition

report different results (26); b) time between the last day at altitude

and  assessment  of  body  composition  varied  between  studies,

reaching even ten days in some cases (21); and c) studies included in

the review were heterogenous regarding the time spent at altitude,

distribution  of  altitudes  reached  during  the  expedition,  number  of

subjects participating in the study and altitude reported during the

stay, as can be seen in table II. The studies included in the review

consistently reported reductions in total mass, fat mass and fat free

mass.  However,  the  role  of  altitude  alone  in  this  finding  remains

unknown  as  participants  were  subject  to  high  energy  expenditure

together with decreased intakes during the mountaineering activities.

Furthermore, none of the studies included a proper sedentary control

group that would allow for a direct comparison. Moreover, previous

research  performed  at  similar  altitudes  but  without  indulging  in

physical  activity  during  the  stay  reported  no  changes  in  body

composition (27), a finding that puts on doubt the real influence of

altitude  alone  on  body  composition  changes  reported  during  the

stays. Absolute values for changes in total mass, fat mass and lean

mass were reported (Table III)  because most of the studies did not

provide relative values and they could not be calculated. Therefore,

caution  is  advised  when  interpreting  these  results  as  the  same

absolute  change in  mass in  two subjects  with different  total  mass

would have a different impact.  As the studies included in the review

reported different durations of exposure (Table II), knowing whether

weight decreases linearly with time would be of  interest.  However,
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participants  varied  their  altitude,  amount  of  physical  activity  and

energy intake during the stays. Therefore, these confounding factors

would influence the results of the possible association.

The assessment of the quality of the studies included in the review

reported homogenous results for all  studies (six to eight out of 14

points in the NIH score for observational studies). These results, as

seen in table I,  suggest that the studies included were of  average

quality according to this scale.

The results obtained in this systematic review show consistently that

high altitude expeditions result in changes in the body composition.

These  results  should  be  taken  into  account  in  order  to  design

strategies  that  would  prevent  the  reported  findings:  a)  nutritional

strategies  that  aim for  counteracting  the  negative  energy  balance

seen at altitudes could reduce weight loss (28); b) the palatability of

food plays an important role when designing nutritional interventions

for high altitude expeditions and easy to prepare and energy rich food

should  be  the  mainstay  during  mountaineering  activities  at  high

altitudes (29); and c) correct hydration has also an important role as it

prevents water weight loss (30).

Simulated altitude techniques are becoming increasingly common in

different types of interventions trying to evaluate effects of altitude

stays  (31).  Hypobaric  chamber  interventions  could  be  the  best

available option to investigate the effects of altitude as an isolated

factor due to their laboratory setting and the possibility of controlling

each  one  of  the  known  variables  that  can  potentially  affect  body

composition  during  altitude  stays  (32).  However,  it  is  not  known

whether these methods can imitate the combination of conditionings

normally found at altitudes. Indeed, one of the studies that met the

inclusion  criteria  for  duration  and altitude was  not  included in  the

qualitative analysis as it was performed in a hypobaric chamber (22),

thus  raising  several  concerns  as  to  whether  this  setting  would

completely  imitate  the  conditions  found  at  high  altitudes  (energy

expenditure,  physical  activity,  basal  metabolic  rate,  etc.).  There  is
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insufficient data to support whether this method is valid for imitating

altitude stay conditions in a laboratory setting. As to field research,

studies  should  be  more  science-oriented  in  order  to  assess  the

confounding factors seen in previous research and help to establish

strategies  that  would  limit  the  effects  of  altitude  stays  on  body

composition. 

This systematic review included studies above 4,000 m because this

is  the altitude (or  above)  at which the base camps of  the highest

mountains  of  the  world  are  normally  located.  These  criteria  were

chosen in order to guarantee the inclusion of studies performed only

at very high altitudes. Also, 14 days was chosen as a minimal stay

time  in  order  to  guarantee  the  appearance  of  at  least  some

adaptations to altitude during a longitudinal follow-up. If  these two

criteria were to be changed, the list of the included studies would be

affected greatly as many studies performed on lower altitudes would

be included. Therefore, the results obtained in this review cannot be

extrapolated to conditions different than those stated in the inclusion

and exclusion criteria.

The current systematic review excluded non-English and non-Spanish

publications; therefore,  a possible language bias could appear.  The

main  limitation  of  this  systematic  review  is  the  incomplete  data

provided by the range of heterogeneous studies analyzed during the

review:  sample  sizes  were  small,  body  composition  assessment

differed between studies and length of stays together with reported

altitudes varied substantially. Finally, the amount of time between the

end of the altitude stays and assessment of body composition was not

equal  in  all  studies,  thus  potentially  affecting  the  results.  In

conclusion, research with better methodological design is needed in

order to further study the subject.

CONCLUSIONS

Mountaineering  stays  of  at  least  14  days  of  duration  at  altitudes

above  4,000  m  result  in  changes  in  body  composition  that  are
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associated to reductions in total mass, fat mass and lean mass. The

impact of altitude alone on these findings remains unknown due to

the incomplete data provided by the range of heterogenous studies

included  in  the  review.  Future  research  should  have  better

methodological  design  and  should  include  control  groups.

Interventions  aimed  at  preventing  and  treating  body  composition

changes associated to altitude stays should also be developed. 
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Table I. Assessment of the studies included in the review with the National Institutes of Health tool for observational studies

NA: not applicable; NR: not reported.

15

Study C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 Total
Boyer and 
Blume (1984)

Yes Yes NA NR No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No NA No 8/14
Guilland and 
Klepping. 
(1985)

Yes Yes NA No No Yes Yes NA Yes Yes Yes No NA No 7/14

Kayser et al. 
(1993)

Yes Yes NA NR Yes NA No No Yes Yes Yes No NA No 6/14
Pulfrey and 
Jones (1996)

Yes Yes NA NR Yes NA Yes No No Yes Yes No NA No 6/14
Reynolds et 
al. (1999)

Yes Yes NA No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No NA No 8/14
Sergi et al. 
(2010)

Yes Yes NA NR No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No NA No 6/14
Wagner 
(2010)

Yes Yes NA NA Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No NA No 8/14
Wandrag et 
al. (2017) 

Yes Yes NA NR Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No NA No 7/14
Westerterp et 
al. (1992)

Yes Yes NA NR Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No NA No 7/14
Westerterp et 
al. (1994)

Yes Yes NA NR Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No NA No 8/14
Zamboni et 
al. (1996)

Yes Yes NA NR Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No NA No 8/14



Table II. Characteristics of the studies included in the qualitative analysis
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Study Type of study Number of 
participants

Reported altitude 
(meters)

Duration of exposure (days) Tool for evaluation of body composition Outcome

Boyer and Blume
(1984)

Observational, 
longitudinal

13 53008848 45 Anthropometry Fat mass
Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Guilland and 
Klepping (1985)

Observational, 
longitudinal

4 48007102 16 Anthropometry Fat mass
Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Kayser et al. 
(1993)

Observational, 
longitudinal

8 42005050 28 Anthropometry Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Pulfrey and 
Jones (1996)

Observational, 
longitudinal

6 40008000 40 Anthropometry Fat mass
Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Reynolds et al. 
(1999)

Observational, 
longitudinal

10  53008848 36 Anthropometry Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Sergi et al. (2010) Observational, 
longitudinal

8 50008000 53 Dual Energy XRay Absorptiometry Fat mass
Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Wagner (2010) Observational, 
longitudinal

1 42408848 50 Air displacement plethysmography Fat mass
Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Wandrag et al. 
(2017)

Observational, 
longitudinal

14 53008848 32 Anthropometry and Bioelectrical impedance Fat mass
Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Westerterp et al. 
(1992)

Observational, 
longitudinal.

5 50008848 31 Anthropometry Fat mass
Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Westerterp et al. 
(1994)

Observational, 
longitudinal

10 40006542 21 Anthropometry Fat mass
Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat

Zamboni et al. 
(1996)

Observational, 
longitudinal

12  50007546 16 Bioelectrical impedance
Anthropometry

Fat mass
Fat free mass
Body mass
% Fat



Table III. Effects reported in the studies included in the systematic
review. Numerical results are expressed as means.
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Study Effects reported
Boyer and Blume (1984) Significant reductions in total mass (-4.4 kg), and 

percentage of body fat (-2.5%)
Guilland and Klepping (1985) Significant reductions in total mass (-4.7 kg), 

percentage of body fat (-6.8%) and fat mass (-2.9 kg)
Kayser et al. (1993) Significant reductions in total mass (-2.6 kg) and lean 

mass (number not reported)
Pulfrey and Jones (1996) Significant reductions in total mass (-3.7 kg), lean mass

(-1.9 kg) and fat mass (-0.9 kg)
Reynolds et al. (1999) Significant reductions in total mass (-3 kg)
Sergi et al. (2010) Significant reductions in total mass (-3 kg) and lean 

mass (-2.4 kg)
Wagner (2010) Significant reductions in total mass (-4.5 kg), 

percentage of body fat (-7.1%) and fat mass (number 
not reported)

Wandrag et al. (2017) Significant reductions in total mass (-4.3 kg), lean mass
(-3.5 kg) and fat mass (-1.2 kg)

Westerterp et al. (1992) Significant reductions in total mass (number not 
reported), lean mass (-0.8 kg) and fat mass (-1.4 kg)

Westerterp et al. (1994) Significant reductions in total mass (-4.9 kg), 
percentage of body fat (-4.3%) and fat mass (-3.5 kg)

Zamboni et al. (1996) Significant reductions in total mass (-3.5 kg)



Numerical results are expressed as means.
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the study selection process.
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Full-text articles
excluded, with reasons

(n = 15)

-Altitudes below 4000 m
(n = 4)

-Stays shorter than 14
days (n = 7)

-Did not disclose
method of evaluation of
body composition (n =

4)

Records identified through
database searching: PubMed

(30), Scopus (67), SportDiscus
(18) and Medline (20)

(n =135)

Studies included in
qualitative synthesis

(n = 8)

Full-text articles
assessed for eligibility

(n = 23)

Records excluded
(n =44)

Records screened
(n = 67)

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 97)

Additional records identified
through other sources

(n = 0)


